This paper deals with the constrained DAG shortest path problem (CDSP), which finds the shortest path on a given directed acyclic graph (DAG) under any logical constraints posed on taken edges. There exists a previous work that uses binary decision diagrams (BDDs) to represent the logical constraints, and traverses the input DAG and the BDD simultaneously. The time and space complexity of this BDD-based method is derived from BDD size, and tends to be fast only when BDDs are small. However, since it does not prioritize the search order, there is considerable room for improvement, particularly for large BDDs. We combine the well-known A * search with the BDD-based method synergistically, and implement several novel heuristic functions. The key insight here is that the 'shortest path' in the BDD is a solution of a relaxed problem, just as the shortest path in the DAG is. Experiments, particularly practical machine learning applications, show that the proposed method decreases search time by up to 2 orders of magnitude, with the specific result that it is 2,000 times faster than a commercial solver. Moreover, the proposed method can reduce the peak memory usage up to 40 times less than the conventional method.
Introduction
The constrained DAG shortest path problem (CDSP) consists of finding a path from a start node to an end node that minimizes the sum of edge weights, subject to not violating any given logical constraints that may be posed on edges. Many combinatorial optimization problems, which are usually solved by dynamic programming (DP) algorithms, can be reduced to DAG shortest path problem equivalents. In the same way, we can solve constrained version of these combinatorial optimization problems via CDSP. These include problems of practical importance such as the 0-1 knapsack problem with disjunctive constraints [1] , sequence alignment with user-defined anchor points [2] , and incorporating knowledge based constraints into statistical machine learning models [3] .
Although a DAG shortest path can be solved in time linear to the number of graph edges, introducing logical constraints makes the problem difficult to solve. Nishino et † † The authors are with the NTT Communication Science Laboratories, NTT Corporation, Kyoto-shi, 619-0237 Japan.
† † † The author is with the , Preferred Networks Inc., Tokyo, 100-0004 Japan.
a) E-mail: a. al. has proposed an algorithm that uses the binary decision diagram (BDD) [4] , [5] to represent the logical constraints and thus solve CDSP [6] . Their method, called BDDconstrained search (BCS), simultaneously traverses the input DAG and the BDD. During the traverse, the method checks the logical equivalence of the partial paths to reduce the number of search states. We note that since BCS can be slow when BDDs are large and it does not prioritize the search order, there is considerable room to improve efficiency, particularly for large BDDs.
To address this problem, this paper adds to BCS the well-known A * search. As is often the case, the efficiency of A * search depends on the estimation accuracy of a heuristic function. Since the shortest path in a DAG is a solution of a relaxed version of the original problem, we use this as an estimate of the original solution. Moreover, we focus on the fact that a BDD is also a DAG. We also define a kind of shortest path on the BDD by properly weighting its edges. Accordingly, we employ two types of estimations; one is DAG based and the other is BDD based. Since these estimations are independent of each other, we hope to synergistically combine them to form one heuristic function. We call A * search with this heuristic function BDD-constrained A * search (BCA * ). We also argue about the memory usage. Since the memory usage of BCS depends on the number of visited search states, BCS suffered from the heavy memory usage when the search space is large; i.e. the size of the DAG and/or the BDD. Accordingly, its applicable instances are limited to small ones. Although as the nature of A * search, the theoretical space complexity is unchanged, since the number of visited search space would become smaller, we expect that the practical memory usage would be reduced.
Preliminary

Notation
Let G = (V, E) be a DAG, where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. Let |V| and |E| be the numbers of vertices and edges, respectively. We use v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v |V| to represent vertices. We use e i j to represent the directed edge whose source and target vertices are v i and v j , respectively. We assume that every DAG is edge-weighted, i.e., each edge, e i j ∈ E, has a real value weight, w i j . We also assume that vertices v 1 , . . . , v |V| follow a topological order. Let p be a Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers path on the DAG and represent it as a subset of E. Let the length of path p be the sum of the weights, w i j , of the edges e i j contained in p. Given vertices u, v ∈ V, let P u,v be the set of all paths that start at u and end at v.
Binary Decision Diagram
The BDD is a data structure for representing the Boolean function F(x 1 , . . . , x n ), where x 1 , . . . , x n are logical variables and n is the number of arguments. The BDD consist of two types of nodes: terminal nodes (⊥ and ) and non-terminal nodes. Every non-terminal node is associated with a logical variable as its label, and it has two outgoing edges called lo-edge and hi-edge. A node with no parent node is called the root. Every BDD node recursively represents a Boolean function. ⊥ and represent the Boolean functions false and true, respectively. Suppose that the lo-edge and hi-edge of node α with the label x i point to nodes that represent the Boolean functions F 0 and F 1 , respectively. Then, α represents the Boolean function Figure 1 (b) shows an example of a BDD representing F = (e 14 ∧ e 46 ) ∨ e 45 , where e 14 , e 46 , and e 45 are logical variables. Dashed edges represent lo-edges and solid edges represent hi-edges. In this example, α 3 represents the subfunction F α 3 = (ē 45 ∧ e 46 ) ∨ e 45 . A path from the root to the node corresponds to an assignment of variables that makes the Boolean function true. And we define the width of a BDD as the maximum number of nodes pointed to by the edges in a cut of the BDD at a level of nodes.
BDD-Constrained Search
Before explaining BCS, we briefly remind the reader why solving DAG shortest path problems without constraints is fast. The point is that the shortest s−t path that goes through v is obtained by concatenating the shortest path from s to the vertex v ∈ V with the shortest path from v to t. This is because which path is chosen as s − v does not affect the remaining v − t path. By using this feature, we can solve the problem with a DP algorithm that computes and stores the shortest path from s to every vertex v ∈ V in topological order, thus the computing time is O(|E|). In contrast, we cannot apply the same DP algorithm to CDSP, because the path obtained by concatenating the shortest s − v path with the shortest v − t path may not satisfy the constraints.
BCS solves CDSP with a DP algorithm by checking the equivalence of constraints posed on the set of paths. Let F be the Boolean function representing the logical constraints whose variable order is taken to be the topological order of the DAG. Suppose that we take partial path p ∈ P s,v from start vertex s to intermediate vertex v, then the subfunction F p , representing the constraints posed over the remaining paths from v to t, is obtained by the partial assignment: e = 1 if e ∈ p, e = 0 if e p and the source vertex of e precedes v. This subfunction means that the constraints on the remaining v − t path must be satisfied. Suppose that there are two paths p, q ∈ P s,v that satisfy F p = F q . Then, the set of possible paths from v to t is the same regardless of whether p or q is taken. Therefore, if p is longer than q, then the shortest s − t path that goes through v while satisfying constraint F must not contain p as a partial path because any s−t path that satisfies F and contains p as a partial path can be shortened by replacing p by q. We can prune the search starting from p. In this manner, we can use the equivalence of constraints to prune the search on non-optimal partial paths.
To exploit the equivalence of constraints, we have to (i) update F p along with path p and (ii) check the equivalence of F p and F q for different paths p, q ∈ P s,v ; BDD is used for these operations. For (i), updating F p along with path p corresponds to assigning values to variables in F. This operation corresponds to following lo-edges or hi-edges of the BDD representing F. Therefore, there always exists a BDD node α that represents F p for any path p. For (ii), the equivalence of Boolean functions can be checked by using the canonicity of BDDs, i.e., if there are two s − v paths p, q satisfying F p = F q , then the BDD nodes that correspond to F p and F q are always the same. Hence, we can check the equivalence of F p and F q in constant time.
We show an example in Fig. 1 . The Boolean function represented by this BDD is F = (e 14 ∧ e 46 ) ∨ e 45 . If we take path p = {e 12 }, then F p becomes e 45 by assigning e 12 = 1 and e 14 , e 13 = 0 to F. F p corresponds to the BDD node α 2 and can be reached from the root node by following the appropriate paths. Let q, r be the paths q = {e 12 , e 24 } and r = {e 13 , e 34 }. Then, F q = F r = e 45 , and both functions correspond to BDD node α 2 . In this case, the lengths of q, r are, respectively, 9 and 4. Thus, we prune the search for paths that contain q because replacing q by r always shortens the path.
BCS represents the search state by the pair (v, α), where v is a current end of partial path s − v and α is the BDD node that represents the subfunction defined by the path. Thus start DAG vertex s corresponds to state (s, root), and the goal vertex t corresponds to state (t, ). If edge e i j exists and β is a subfunction of α, we define the direct transition from (v i , α) to (v j , β), with transition cost is w i j . With this definition, the CDSP solution corresponds to finding successive transitions from state (s, root) to (t, ) with minimum cost. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of BCS. Cost [v] [α] is a variable that stores the sum of the weights of edges and
Algorithm 1 BDD-constrained search algorithm
Input: Weighted DAG G = (V, E), a BDD representing the logical constraints on path s, t ∈ V Output: The shortest path from s to t that satisfies the logical con-
for Select every e i j ∈ E in topological order do 3: (v, u) ← source and target vertices of e i j
4:
for all BDD node α which is key to Cost [v] [α] do 5: β ← followBDD(e i j , α) 6: if β = ⊥ then continue 7: if label(β) = e i j then 8: β ← hi(β) 9 : Back [v] [α] stores the state just before reaching state (v, α). Subroutine followBDD(e, α) visits BDD nodes by following lo-edges from node α until the label of the visited node is not less than e and returns the last visited node β. Subroutines hi(α) and lo(α) return the node pointed to by the hi-edge and lo-edge of α, respectively. The time complexity of BCS is O(|E|W), where |E| and W denote the number of edges in the DAG and BDD width, respectively. Consequently, BCS is fast only if BDD width is small. Figure 2 shows an example of BCS solving the problem shown in Fig. 1. 
BDD-Constrained A * Search
In this section, we incorporate A * search into BCS. For each state (v, α), we calculate value f (v, α), an estimate of the shortest path length that encompasses the state. Let g(v, α) be the shortest path length from (s, root) to (v, α). Let h(v, α) be a heuristic function that is monotonic and returns the estimated length from state (v, α) to goal state (t, ). Then 
for all edges e i j ∈ E such that source vertex is v do 10: u ← target vertex of e i j , β ← followBDD(e i j ,α) 11: if β = ⊥ then continue 12: if label(β) = e i j then 13: β ← hi(β) 14 :
continue 17: 
The Heuristic Function
In this subsection we describe the heuristic function used for BCA * . Since the shortest path in the DAG is a solution of a relaxed problem of the original problem, the value is always shorter than or equal to the solution of the original problem. Thus we can use this as the estimate needed by the heuristic function. Similarly, because BDD is also a DAG, we can also use the definition of the 'shortest path' of the BDD as an estimate. More specifically, CDSP can be interpreted as finding X ⊆ E that minimizes the sum of the weights of the edges contained in X and satisfies the following conditions: (i) X corresponds to a path from s to t in the problem DAG, and (ii) X makes the Boolean function F(X) = true. By relaxing these two conditions independently, we can introduce two types of cost estimations.
By relaxing condition (ii), the problem becomes a DAG shortest path problem. Let h D (v) denote the shortest path length from v to t in the DAG. The estimated shortest path length for state h(v, α) is defined as:
Next, we relax condition (i). The relaxed problem is to find assignments of 0, 1 to all e i j ∈ E that minimize e i j w i j and satisfy F = 1. We can calculate the values for all BDD nodes using Knuth's Algorithm B [7] , which is a DP algorithm that runs in time proportional to the number of BDD nodes.
For example, in Fig. 1 , we can get the value of h B (α);
, and so on.
If h B (α) denotes the shortest path length from α to in the BDD, the estimated shortest path length for state h(v, α) is defined as:
where E v,α is the set of edges that come after the first e i j whose source vertex is v and that come before the edge that corresponds to label(α) in topological order. We need the first term because the Boolean function that represents the logical constraints on remaining paths at vertex v is defined over the set of all edges that come after the first e i j whose source is v in topological order. On the other hand, the Boolean function represented by the BDD node is defined on the set of all edges that come after label(α). Let |BDD| be the number of BDD nodes. The running time to finish the above estimation for all BDD nodes is O(|E| + |BDD|), because computing the cumulative sum for all edges takes O(|E|) time and the computation of h B (α) takes O(|BDD|) time.
Here we combine these two together into our heuristic function. Because h D (v) and h B (α) are independent of each other, we can use these functions in parallel. Therefore, the proposed heuristic function is defined as follows: Figure 3 shows an example of BCA * . The input DAG and BDD are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b 
is the smallest among the states in the open list, it is used in the next step. By repeating this procedure, we explore states in the order (v 1 , α 1 ) → (v 4 , α 3 ) → (v 5 , ) → (v 7 , ) to finally reach the goal state (v 7 , ) and finish the search. We eventually get the shortest path {e 14 , e 45 , e 57 } and its length, 7. After the search ends, we explore 4 states, while BCS will explore 9 states as shown in Fig. 2. 
Complexity
Theorem 1. When the open list is implemented as a priority queue with a binary heap, the worst-case time complexity of BCA * is O(|E|W log (|E|W)). The worst-case space complexity is O(|V|W).
Proof. Because the number of states expanded in BCS is O(|E|W), this is also true for BCA * . Thus, the number of states stored in the binary heap is also O(|E|W). Because storing each state in the binary heap requires O(log(|E|W)), the worst-case time complexity of BCA * is O(|E|W log (|E|W)).
The time complexities of the DAG heuristic function and BDD heuristic function are O(|E|) and O(|E| + |BDD|), respectively. Because |E| ≤ |E|W and |BDD| ≤ |E|W, they are less complex than BCA * . Therefore, the worst-case time complexity of the whole algorithm is also O(|E|W log (|E|W)). With regard to space complexity, because O(W) states exist at most for each vertex in the DAG, the worst-case space complexity is O(|V|W).
Discussion
BCS can be extended to solve constrained shortest path problems when there are many-to-one correspondences between DAG edges and Boolean variables. In this setting, the value of the variable is true if and only if a path includes one of the edges. This representation reduces the size of the BDD. This extension allows for more natural representations of some kinds of constraints. For example, the action of taking an item corresponds to deleting multiple edges in the DAG that represents a 0-1 knapsack problem. Thus, logical constraints imposed on taken items are naturally represented as constraints on groups of edges of the DAG. BCA * can also handle this many-to-one correspondence, and the DAG heuristic function can be used without any modification. The BDD heuristic function requires a small modification in that the weight of every variable is set to the minimum weight of the edge that corresponds to the variable. In the next section, we use this constraint-on-group setting in experiments on 0-1 knapsack problems that involve searching for a Viterbi path.
With small modifications, BCA * can also be used to solve the constrained DAG longest path problem.
Experiments
Experimental Settings
We conducted two experiments using two types of practical problems: the Viterbi path finding problem of hidden Markov models (HMMs), and the 0-1 Knapsack problem.
The first experiment assumes sequential labeling, a kind of machine learning task. We followed the settings in [3] , where the HMM is assumed to be used for identifying the role, such as 'author' and 'title', of each word in a given citation text snippet. The sequential labeling task correspond to finding the Viterbi path of the HMM. The Viterbi path is the sequence of hidden states that maximizes the likelihood scores. If we see the searching space as a DAG, the Viterbi path correspond to the longest path in the DAG. We trained the HMM with 10 training samples and used 99 samples as test data. Both sets were obtained from [3] . There are 12 types of constraints. Some of them are non-local, complex constraints. One example, called AppearOnce, demands that the same type of role must appear consecutively with no separation. We compared the proposed algorithm with the commercial solver Gurobi 6.5.1.
As the second experiment, we considered a kind of 0-1 knapsack problem called disjunctively constrained knapsack problem (DCKP) [1] , [8] . DCKP is a kind of 0-1 knapsack problem with disjunctive constraints, i.e. constraints on pairs of items that cannot be selected together. We can find an optimal solution of a 0-1 knapsack problem by using the pseudo polynomial time DP algorithm. This DP algorithm is equivalent to the problem of finding an optimal path on a DAG. Thus DCKP can be seen as a DAG shortest path problem with disjunctive constraints posed on DAG edges. We made instances of a knapsack problem with 100 items and budget size of 1000. We randomly assigned an integer in the range [1, 100] to the weight and value of each item. As for constraints, disjunctive pairs were randomly selected according to the probability parameter γ = (#dis j.pairs) (#items)(#items−1)/2 . We varied γ as follows: 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.5. Since the size of the BDD depends on items selected in each pair as well as the number of disjunctive pairs, it is hard to predict the complexity of finding the shortest path from just the number of disjunctive pairs. Therefore, we prepared 10 instances for each setting. We compared the proposed method with Yamada02 [2] , a dedicated algorithm for DCKP that uses Lagrangian relaxation and the branch and bound method.
All experiments were performed on a Linux machine with Xeon X5680 3.33 GHz CPU and 48 GB RAM. We implemented BCS and BCA * with C++ and constructed BDDs using the CUDD library † .
Results
For the sequential labeling task, Fig. 4 compares the processing time of BCA * and Gurobi (left) along with the results of BCS and Gurobi (right). Both axis have log scale. As we can see, BCA * outperforms Gurobi in almost all cases; one of the 99 cases was the exception. BCA * is at least 100 times faster than Gurobi, and in the best case the ratio is about 2,000, note that the worst case ratio is around 0.28. In contrast, the right figure for BCS shows a neutral * dramatically improves on the speed of BCS. It is even faster than an algorithm designed for this problem in many cases.
In order to investigate the behavior of the two components of the heuristic function, we exhaustively varied the intensity of the constraint using smaller problems. We tested DCKP again with 50 items (i.e. 1225 pairs). The range of the weights and values are [1, 50] and the capacity is 500. We varied the number of randomly selected disjunctive pairs from 2 0 to 2 10 . Again, we repeated 10 tests for each instance. We compared four methods: BCA * with combined heuristic function (BCA * ), BCS, BCA * whose heuristic function only considers DAG shortest path (BCA * D ), and BCA * whose heuristic function only considers BDD shortest path (BCA * B ). Figure 5 shows the processing time of the methods. We can see that BCA * is always faster than BCS and the ratio is at most 700 times. In cases with few disjunctive pairs, since the solution would be close to the solution of the DAG shortest path problem, estimations from the DAG side work fine and BCA * D is the fastest. On the other hand, if there are many disjunctive pairs, disjunctive constraints become the dominant factor. As a result, estimations from the BDD side are effective and BCA * B is fastest. However, both BCA * D and BCA * B run slower than BCS when their estimation is not close to the optimal value. This is often the case with general A * , since we have to pay the cost of using a priority queue to maintain the open list. We can see that the combined heuristic function is always to superior to its components, this means that BDD-side and DAG-side two estimations work synergistically.
We also compared the memory usage shown in Fig. 6 . BCA * uses less memory than BCS in cases the memory usages of BCS is large. Especially, BCA * reduces the peak memory usage from 765 Mbytes to 14 Mbytes, which is 40 times reduction. The graph is similar to the one of computational time. One of the major factor of BCA * 's processing time is time for exploring search state, and it is linear to the number of explored states. Further, each explored nodes requires a certain amount of memory. This explains the similarity between these graphs. In settings where BCS memory usages are low, BCA and BCA * B , respectively. In addition, BCA * requires to store both values. However, the increase of this overhead is at most 70% larger than BCS, which is reasonably small.
Related Work
CDSP can be seen as a special case of the constrained shortest path problem (CSP), which generally does not limit the input graph to a DAG. However, most studies of CSP handle a special type of constraint, which limits the total consumption of edge-associate non-negative values, called resources in [9] , [10] . This type of CSP is specifi-cally called the resource-constrained shortest path problem (RCSP) [11] , [12] . Since we assumed arbitrary logical constraints, CDSP can also be seen as a generalization of RCSP. As another view of generalization, the multiple resource constraint shortest path problem (MRCSP) accepts multiple resource constraints.
Since CDSP accepts arbitrary logical constraints, MRCSP can be converted into CDSP. Conversely, some classes of the logical constraints can be represented as MRCSP instances. For example, DCKP can be converted into an MRCSP instance whose number of constraints equals the number of disjunctive pairs. However, since existing studies treat very few constraints, we suspect that this approach would impractical with dozens or more disjunctive pairs. The A * approach has also been studied for MRCSP [13] . It has some common points with our method in the sense that unconstrained DAG shortest paths are used by a heuristic function.
CDSP can also be solved using only BDDs and the AND operation. More precisely, we prepare a BDD representing the paths of the DAG and a BDD representing the constraints and then build the BDD of these two BDDs. Finding the shortest path in this BDD will give the optimal solution. However, this approach has major drawbacks compared to BCS or BCA * . To allow determination of the intersection, the two BDDs must have same variable sets. On the other hand, BCS just requires the BDD to represent the constraints posed on DAG edges. This difference becomes clearer when some edges in a DAG have the same meaning. Such situations frequently appear in DAGs derived from standard dynamic programming methods. For example, in the knapsack-problem, taking an item will impact a group of multiple DAG edges. In this case, BCS/BCA * has less complexity than the pure BDD-based approach.
The combination of BDD and A * is considered in [14] , [15] , where BDD is used for improving the efficiency of the search process. BDD here is used for managing the search state of A * . On the other hand, in BCA * , BDD is rather a part of the problem and used represent the constraint. Therefore, the BDD roles differ.
Conclusion
We proposed BDD-constrained A * search (BCA * ), which efficiently solves constrained DAG shortest path problems. BCA * is a A * search variant based on an algorithm that uses BDD. We introduced a novel heuristic function for BCA * . Using the fact that both the DAG shortest path and the BDD shortest path are solutions to the same relaxed problem, the heuristic function consists of combining these two factors. Experiment showed it offers dramatically improved performance; the proposed method runs up to 2,000 times faster than a commercial solver and up to 43 times less memory than conventional BCS.
